trovicor is an established leading supplier of intelligence solutions for Law Enforcement and Government Agencies, worldwide. The company represents almost two decades of industry experience in customer-centric development of state-of-the-art monitoring centers and intelligence tools for the security market. With in-depth knowledge of the public sector requirements in enhancing safety and security and 170 highly qualified experts, worldwide, trovicor designs and manufactures many and varied lawful interception solutions for the most sophisticated applications in Communication Surveillance. Headquartered in Munich, Germany and with affiliate offices in Europe, Middle East, Asia-Pacific, trovicor services Law Enforcement and Government Agencies in the security sector with deployments in more than 100 countries. trovicor security solutions empower governments to anticipate, prevent, manage and investigate incidents, to recognise criminal intent, to ensure security improvements and to fight crime and terrorism proactively. These turn-key solutions are based on trovicor’s own innovative cores and designed for integrating best-in-class third party products providing the most flexible platform for the apprehension of criminals. The trovicor Monitoring Center systems completely developed in-house are a state-of-the-art solution to monitor, analyse and store all data acquired during investigation activities, such as the interception of communication data in fixed and mobile networks, to Next Generation Networks and the Internet.
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AREA is a market-leading independent provider of turn-key, fully integrated end-to-end communication surveillance solutions for law enforcement organisations worldwide. The MCR solution portfolio ranges from interception/mediation to collection/retention as well as data analysis. Leveraging our extensive track-record and field experience, we aim to provide solutions which simplify complexity.

ClearTrail is leading provider of communication monitoring solutions to LEA’s, Intelligence Agencies and Telecom carriers worldwide. Our solutions are deployed across hundreds of communication links and empower agencies to: Mass Intercept GSM/CDMA, PSTN, GPRS, EDGE, 3G/3.5G, Wi-Max, VSAT, & IP links. Analyze vast amount of information • Monitor Wi-Fi networks and replay HTTPS sessions • Deliver Trojans remotely & locate targets • Monitor GSM calls 'Off-The-Air'

Gamma International has developed for Law Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies its own FinFisher IT Intrusion Portfolio, which is a comprehensive range of professional offensive tools for information gathering, sniffing, manipulation and exploitation. FinFisher is proving to be instrumental in the fight against child pornography, cybercrime, pedophilia, human trafficking, drug smuggling, terrorism, and other criminal activities. For more information contact: info@gammagroup.com
HackingTeam provides the premier Cyber Intelligence solution: Remote Control System (RCS). Proven by years of worldwide adoption and designed to fulfill LEAs and Security Agencies higher expectations, RCS gives you total control over endpoint devices. Offering the widest selection of infection vectors and showing total invisibility to protection systems, RCS guarantees easy installation on target devices. An integrated, easy to use Console allows you to manage all of your tasks, from evidence collection to infrastructure management. Newly released RCS version 8, codenamed Da Vinci, introduces a new dimension of cyber investigations: data intelligence. Find out more at www.hackingteam.com

NeoSoft AG is a world-wide known manufacturer of Monitoring security systems such as: Passive, Active (Semi-Active), Hybrid GSM Monitoring systems with A5.2/A5.1 deciphering; CDMA Passive Monitoring systems; IMSI/IMEI Catchers 2G and 3G and InPoint SMS System. All our systems support the following bands: GSM, PCS, EGSM, 2100 and 850. Our systems are widely used for victim detection and recovery during various acts of terrorism and natural disasters.

NICE Intelligence Solutions help LEAs and Intelligence Organizations to reduce crime, prevent terrorism by enhancing communication intelligence production. NICE solutions designed to address the dynamic and complex nature of the communication world and specifically, the Internet arena. NICE Intelligence Solutions include: Advanced IP Monitoring, Mobile Location Tracking, Satellite Interception, Web Intelligence & Social Network Analysis.
Headquartered in the heart of the Silicon Valley in California, SS8 is a leading worldwide provider of innovative regulatory compliant, electronic intercept and high capacity end-to-end cyber security solutions. SS8’s solutions allow law enforcement and intelligence agencies to conduct lawful interception and monitoring of both circuit and packet-mode communications in accordance with local laws and standards. Since 1994, SS8 has delivered hundreds of Lawful Intercept deployments to the world’s largest and most innovative carriers, national governments and law enforcement agencies.

With more than 180 installations in about 70 countries, Utimaco is a leading global supplier in the lawful interception market. Since 1994 Utimaco has been providing lawful interception systems for mobile and fixed network operators and Internet service providers. In addition at the request of telecom customers for an integrated lawful interception and data retention solution, Utimaco introduced the Data Retention Suite corresponding to the EU directive 2006/24/EC. For more information visit http://lims.utimaco.com

Verint® Communications and Cyber Intelligence Solutions™ help law enforcement, national security, and other government agencies neutralize terror and crime, facilitate communication service provider compliance with lawful interception mandates, and assist public sector organizations detect and thwart cyber attacks. Our solutions collect, monitor, and analyze information from virtually any network.
VUPEN is the leading provider of IT intrusion and offensive cyber security capabilities. VUPEN provides private and highly sophisticated exploits (attack/infection vectors) specifically designed for the Intelligence community, LEAs, and national security agencies to help them remotely and covertly install any monitoring software on target computers, laptops, and mobile devices during lawful intercept and criminal investigation missions. VUPEN's industry-recognized vulnerability research and exclusive exploits target a wide range of software and operating systems, take advantage of undisclosed "zero-day" vulnerabilities, and bypass all modern security protections and exploit mitigation technologies such as DEP, ASLR, sandboxes and Antivirus products. For more information: http://www.vupen.com
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